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LIVING ON AIR

Would you like to join the

On a cold night in November we were privileged
Weybridge Society?
to hear an account, by our patron Michael Aspel
of a lifelong career in show business. A career
Please contact any
that he stumbled upon by accident after
Committee member- see
meeting a friend involved in a local amateur
Page 8
dramatics society in Cardiff.
After being evacuated from London during
WWII, Michael had fond memories of sitting by the radio and listening to Children’s
Hour. Some years later he was called up for military service, serving in Germany as
Rifleman Aspel. After the war he joined Myers Beds as a salesman. Michael was a
good mimic and had a talent for impersonating dialects. His friends suggested he
should apply for a job at the BBC in Cardiff. For a fee of 4 guineas he played the Irish
Captain O’Haggerty in Children’s Hour which went down a storm; Michael’s career as
a radio actor was off.
It wasn’t long before he was head hunted by the BBC to make announcements on the
then new television network – then only transmitted in black and white.
On one memorable occasion he attended an award ceremony to prepare the
commentary for later broadcast. The host - Kenneth Horn – most unfortunately died
on stage. Michael’s sensitively handled commentary was complimented by the programme controller, David Attenborough.
(continued on Page 3 )

THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Weybridge Society AGM will be held on Thursday, 25th April 2013
In the Large Hall of St James’ Parish Church (parking in Churchfield Road car
park) at 8.00 p.m. Doors open 7.30 p.m. Please make a note of the date in
your diary because this newsletter serves as the formal notice of the Annual
General Meeting. Copies of the Chairman’s Report, Treasurer’s Report,
Agenda and minutes of the last AGM will be available at the meeting.
Nominations for the main committee are welcomed and should be sent to
the Secretary in advance of the meeting; all current members of the
committee will be standing again. The Chairman, Treasurer, and Secretary
are elected by the committee from its number at its first meeting after the
THE SOCIETY IS IN NEED OF YOUR HELP
Annual General Meeting, in accordance with the society’s constitution and
rules.
There will be some resignations from main committee functions and our thanks are extended to Ann Lindsay and Margaret
Wicks for holding down the membership-secretary and treasurer positions; fortunately we are keeping their services for other
committee activities. If you think you could help with these two important roles, please contact a member of the committee.
The treasurer and membership secretary normally work closely together (may be the same person) in
particular to process new membership applications. Microsoft Excel is used to hold members details, so
some experience with this program would be an advantage. The treasurer’s position involves nornmal
banking activities; processing new membership applications, writing cheques, and producing end of year
accounts.
The other vacant position is Newsletter Editor ; please contact a committee member if you have any
SCAN THIS QRCODE
interest in this role.
WITH SMART PHONE If you have anything to say about Weybridge or you have a particular interest that you think the society
TO LINK TO WEBSITE
should be involved in - let us know.

www.weybridgesociety.org.uk
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OATLANDS PALACE AND PARK – Report of meeting 24th January 2013
A capacity audience turned out for this presentation by Barry Hylton Davies (Guide/Lecturer at
Hampton Court Palace) in January. The palace no longer exists; however, its exact location was
highlighted with the help of Google Earth. Barry explained that, following a jousting accident,
travelling became difficult for Henry VIII. A retreat closer to his favourite hunting grounds in the
Weybridge area was a solution; the moated manor house and residence of Bartholomew
Rede was compulsorily purchased in 1536.
Building work began on Oatlands Palace, transforming the manor house into a very fine
palace. This work lasted between 1537 and 1544. Henry’s Dissolution of the Monasteries was
opportune as building materials and tiles from the plundered Chertsey and Bisham Abbeys
were used in the construction. Henry and his queens enjoyed the Palace and used it
extensively. He married his fifth wife, Catherine Howard, in the chapel in 1540.
Henry died in 1547 and his son - Edward VI - and daughters - Mary and Elizabeth - continued
to make use of the Palace. Mary retired there after a serious medical condition.
Charles I was brought to Oatlands under
arrest in 1647 before being transferred to
Hampton Court and, ultimately, to Whitehall
for execution in 1649.
When republican - Oliver Cromwell - came to power, the Palace
was seen to be ‘surplus to requirements’ and it was demolished in 1650.
Fortuitously, it happened that Sir Richard Weston of Sutton Place was about
to embark on the construction of the River Wey Navigation canal - from the
Thames at Weybridge to Guildford. He purchased many of the building
OATLANDS PALACE
materials from the demolished palace for construction of the twelve locks
along the route. All that remains of Oatlands Palace now, above ground, are a Tudor wall and two Tudor gateways.
Oatlands Park came into the ownership of Henry Pelham-Clinton (1720 – 1794) 9th Earl of
Lincoln who, although a family man, enjoyed the company of the ladies! The lodge
gatehouses fronting onto Oatlands Drive still bear the family crest, though very eroded.
In about 1730, natural landscaped parkland had become fashionable. Pelham-Clinton, who
inherited the Oatlands Park estate, transformed the park to conform with the new fashion.
The Broadwater was changed to appear more naturalistic. Follies and the unique two storey
Grotto were added. The Grotto survived until 1948 when it was deemed unsafe, not helped
by having been used for target practice by New Zealand soldiers billeted in Oatlands House.
The statue of Venus that stood beside a ‘cold bath’ in the Grotto was saved and is now in
Elmbridge Museum.
ROAD NAMES IN WEYBRIDGE

From the terrace in front of Oatlands House Walton Bridge used to be visible across open
ASSOCIATED WITH THE PALACE
meadowland – a view that disappeared through the years. However, the new Walton
Bridge, currently under construction, can now be seen! Oatlands was sold to the Duke of York, George III’s second son “the
Grand Old Duke of York” and his wife Charlotte Ulrica, Crown Princess of Prussia. He didn’t live there often, but his wife made
it her home. She was much loved by the people of Weybridge who put up the column on Monument Green in her memory in
1822. Oatlands House, which had suffered extensive fire damage and neglect over the years, became a hotel in the 1850s and
the area, though much reduced by development, is enjoyed to this day.
Prolonged applause confirmed the audience’s enjoyment of Barry’s highly informative and entertaining talk. The inspired
audience asked many questions. Chairman, Dave Arnold, proposed a sincere vote of thanks for a wonderful presentation
The event raised £100 and at Barry’s request was donated to Sam Beare.
Carolyn Pennycook

150 YEARS OF PUBLIC SCHOOLING IN OATLANDS
Weybridge Society donated £100 to Oatlands School in recognition of its celebration of 150
years since its foundation. On November 29 th 2012 the school were give an overview of its
history and was presented with a framed photograph of Kensington Lodge. The Lodge was
the home of the Stephens family that once occupied the current site of the school.
If you are interested in learning more about Oatlands school then please see
www.oatlands-heirtage.org or contact Duncan Amos at duncan.oatlands@gmail.com the
trust research co-ordinator.
PRESENTATION BY MINDA ALEXANDER
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Living on Air (continued from Page 1)
His news reading years, at the Alexandra Palace studios, were spent with
colleagues - Robert Dougal, Richard Baker and Kenneth Kendal. Make-up
facilities were limited to two tones of creams ‘sun frolic’ and ‘gay
whisper’. A memorable announcement during these was the death of
Marilyn Munro.
In 1968 he started his freelance career with Family Favourites on radio,
Cracker Jack for children’s tv; and the global Miss World competition.
During one memorable Miss World event (hosted with Bob Hope), the
women’s liberation activists infiltrated proceedings and chaos ensued.
Attentive audience in Weybridge Hall
In 1974 he joined Capital Radio, headed by Richard Attenborough, and
hosted the morning show; interviewing famous guests such as James Stewart, Gregory Peck and Bing Crosby.
By 1984 he moved to London Weekend Television continuing the list of famous interviews with - Sir Paul McCartney, Richard
Greer, Dame Margaret Thatcher, Oliver Reed, and Elizabeth Taylor.
In 1988, Michael took over This is Your Life, a programme he hosted for the next 15 years. He had to disguise himself in many
ways to surprise the guest, and once was dropped from a helicopter onto a lifeboat.
2003 brought Michael to host the ‘Antiques Road Show’. There were always long queues of people waiting to have their family
heirlooms valued. Several objects of human interest came to light. He found a khaki bag full of postcards from WWI – with a
bullet hole in it very moving. It had saved the life of the owner from a gunshot. Also, an Aviator’s watch, which turned out to
have belonged to Lawrence of Arabia’s – it eventually sold for £75,000.
Ending his talk, Michael thanked the Society for the work they do - helping to keep Weybridge a great place to live. The door
takings for the event of £261 have been donated to Sam Beare Hospice at Micheal Aspel’s request.
Carolyn Pennycook

WEYBRIDGE LAND CHARITY
Members may remember that in the last newsletter there was an item about the Weybridge Land Charity that had been
chosen by Weybridge Society to benefit from half the money raised at our Summer Party in 2012. (The other half was donated
to the Sam Beare Hospice). We thought you would like to see an extract from the letter we have received from Howard
Turner, the Treasurer and Clerk to the Weybridge Land Charity:
“DONATION FROM THE WEYBRIDGE SOCIETY
Following my letter dated 9 September, acknowledging your kind donation of £421, I thought that you would like to know
that the sum has now been used to help two Weybridge residents in need.
The first recipient was a 61 year old lady who was rehoused two years ago in sheltered accommodation following service of a
notice of eviction by her landlord who wanted to sell her home. She has no savings, very little income and is disabled, so when
her bed collapsed she had no resources to replace it. With your donation, the Charity was able to buy her a new bed frame.
The second recipient survives on Incapacity Benefit and Income Support and has a severe and enduring mental health illness.
Following a recommendation from her mental health social worker the Charity was able to replace her broken and
condemned cooker and this was largely financed from the balance of your donation
Thank you very much for your generosity. It has made a huge difference to the standard of life of the beneficiaries.
I should be most grateful if you could let your Committee know just how helpful this donation has been.”
Carolyn Pennycook
DEVELOPMENT PLANS FOR WEYBRIDGE
In 2009 a meeting, organised by Weybridge Society, was held in St. James’ Church, to consider Elmbridge Council’s proposed
“Core Strategy”. This meeting was attended by about 400 residents including Councillors and our Member of Parliament. The
“Core Strategy” contains an overview of what and where development should be allowed. The most important issue of
concern agreed at this meeting was that any future development should not be in the Green Belt.
Elmbridge Council is now updating in detail all the policies in the “Core Strategy”. The Weybridge Society Planning Panel has
been following the progress of this updating and has accessed the detailed text of 2 documents that are awaiting a final
decision for public consultations in March this year. The following is a brief description of these documents:Settlement Investment and Development Plans options consultation
This has a section for each town in Elmbridge and provides detail of locations which could be developed.
Draft Development Management Plan
Elmbridge Council states that “The draft Development Management Plan will contain the day-to-day policies against
which planning applications and enforcement action will be assessed.
It is obvious that these consultations will be of long term importance to the residents of Weybridge and Weybridge Society
Planning Panel would appreciate any help that society members can give.
Email rayel.spary@ntlworld.com if you can help. Or, if you wish to be kept up to date, register your Email address on our Web
site at http://www.weybridgesociety.org.uk/ to receive updates.
Raymond Spary
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TRAFFIC IN WEYBRIDGE
Problems with traffic are not new to Weybridge. In a recently published book, ‘The
Birth of Brooklands’ by Roger Bird, as well as charting the history of the first custom
built motor racing track in the world, in the chapter ‘Trials and Tribulations’ great
detail is devoted to how the opening of the Brooklands Track in 1907 was attracting
huge crowds, many cars and the residents’ opposition and disturbance which led to
court cases and injunctions.
The Surrey Herald of the time, which is featured in the book, was convinced that
“until the public curiosity as regards to the ‘new sport’ which has so seditiously
boomed, dies the natural death that quickly awaits it” residents would suffer. It
goes on to say “What after all can there be in watching endless circling of highly
developed machines round and round a circumscribed area? The whole thing
savours of a deadly monotony, little removed from the spectacle of the revolutions
of the ordinary sewing machine”.
The report continued that when ratepayers read that “tyres of one racing car … are
capable of tearing up and destroying solid concrete, it must afford them little
consolation to imagine the effect of the enormous traffic mentioned on the
highways”.
On one day 1063 cars were recorded in the area, and cycling on
Saturdays was thought inadvisable!
The book is a fascinating read, liberally illustrated with historic photographs, drawings and maps, and Weybridge Society is
pleased to mention it in this newsletter as an important record of Weybridge history. Copies are available in Elmbridge
Museum, price £18.00. (Museum opening times – Fridays 11 – 5, and Saturdays 10 – 1, and 2 – 5).
Carolyn Pennycook

COUNCILLOR JOHN BARTLETT and COMMUNITY PARKS
Members may remember that in August 2010 John Bartlett lost his fight with cancer. John had been a valued member of
Weybridge Society committee for many years before he became an Elmbridge Borough Councillor, representing St George’s
Hill Independents. Even as long ago as 1971, as an architect with ideals, he led Weybridge Built Environment Group, and
consistently supported improved quality of design locally for 40 years. Such dedication from his 30’s to his 70’s is an example
we would like to find again. Young architects please note!
At the beginning of November 2012, the Mayor of Elmbridge, Cllr
Janet Turner unveiled a memorial bench in Brooklands Community
Park in John’s memory. John’s wife Sheila and his son were present,
and Weybridge Society was represented at the unveiling along with
local councillors and members of St George’s Hill Independents. The
Bench was made out of oak, by Elmbridge Council’s Countryside
Team, and paid for from former St George’s Independent Councillor,
Claire Gibbins’ community grant. The Bench overlooks the children’s
play area and has a vista towards Mercedes Benz World – John had
been significantly involved in the negotiations about the
development of Brooklands Central Area and the Community Park.
He also in 2010 led the council’s decision to approve another scheme
which released 70% of the former Wallop School playing field in
Photo submitted by Carolyn Pennycook
Churchfields Avenue to be a public park and wildflower meadow.
This extension to the recreation ground is due to be formally opened by the mayor this spring once Cala Homes finally
completes its responsibilities and hands over the land for public access.
Carolyn Pennycook and Richard Marshall

HOW’S THIS FOR A WORD?
Chrononhotonthologos – This was a satirical play by the English poet and songwriter, Henry Carey, from 1734 – performed at
the Weybridge Theatre on Wednesday, 10 October 1781. The Weybridge Theatre was in what is now Baker Street.
These details are from a Playbill in the archive of Elmbridge Museum – and you can read more about Henry Carey and
Chrononhotonthologos by entering the word in the Google search engine.
. MEMBERSHIP
The strength of any organisation is in its membership, and we urge all members to recruit at least one new member this
year. The membership application form can be downloaded from the website (www.weybridgesociety.org.uk) or hard
copies are available from the Secretary and other committee members.
Incidentally, if you know of a lapsed member, please encourage them to rejoin – and if your own membership needs
renewing, please send your subscription to the Treasurer.
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STREET SIGNS
Does anyone know what the sign at the end of Wellington Way means? It states
‘Goods Vehicle Exceeding 16.5 tonnes Join M25 at Jct 10’; the
arrow guides these vehicles towards Byfleet Road. The Tesco
lorry in the photograph has clearly ignored the sign.
If we break down the instruction - the first part is clear ‘Goods
Vehicle Exceeding 16.5 tonnes’. I should expect that it would
include most Tesco lorries - although I haven’t weighed any
myself.
The second part of the instruction is more ambiguous ‘Join M25
at Jct 10’. If these vehicles are joining the M25 they should turn
right. However, what if they are heading for Walton Bridge – are
they then allowed to turn left?
Then we could analyse why the weight is mentioned. Is it
because the road is unsuitable as there are several awkward
junctions – Weybridge Station Bridge and roundabout, then in the
town at St James Church? Or, if they head along Hanger Hill, the
right turn at the top of Monument Hill would be impossible
without driving across the roundabout? The damage
caused by these lorries to the road surfaces can be clearly seen along
these roads – is this the reason for the sign? Is there a weight problem for the station bridge? Was the
diversion part of planning conditions for the Brooklands development?
What about the shape of the sign – I remember when I took my driving test many years ago; the shape
gave an indication of the importance of the sign- in case the sign was covered with snow. So, I rechecked on
the internet (ukmotorists.com) and found these points:There are three basic shapes of traffic sign: a round sign gives an order, a triangular sign gives a warning and rectangular signs
give information. A further guide to the function of a sign is its perimeter colour, red meaning prohibition. A sign with a white
background (such as our sign) is used for direction on non-primary routes,
Either route (north or south) out of Wellington Way will take you to the M25 (going west or east); so as an advisory sign it isn’t
much use. If the sign was installed to prevent access to the town for heavy vehicles, then the sign should be instructional and
the perimeter coloured red. Councils across the country are being urged to tear down street signs and remove unnecessary
street clutter, in an effort to preserve traditional townscapes and improve road safety. Will this sign disappear one day when
we’re not looking?
Joe Hall
CYCLING EVENTS – MAKE A NOTE IN YOUR DIARY
On Sunday August 4th 2013, as part of the wider
Festival of Cycling in London, Weybridge is again
on the route of two important cycling events.
The first, RideLondon-Surrey 100 – a 100 mile cycle
challenge for up to 20,000 amateur cyclists.
Starting at the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park it is
expected to follow much of the route of the 2012
Olympic Games, going through areas of London
and Surrey, and ending in The Mall. This event is
designed to be the largest Charity Fund Raising
cycle race in the world.
The second, RideLondon-Surrey Classic is an
invitation only 150 mile men’s road race for
Scene from the 2012 Olympics 250 km road race
international professionals – a televised event,
likely to attract top riders.
Nine London Boroughs and Surrey County Council will be involved in the events, which are organised by the London & Surrey
Cycling Partnership, a joint venture between London Marathon Ltd (of Virgin London Marathon) and SweetSpot Group,
operator of the Tour of Britain. Elmbridge Borough Council will be playing its part in what it is hoped will be fantastic cycling
challenges in our area.
Further details can be found on www.ridelondon.co.uk/Events/100.htm . As a result of these events, affected roads will be
closed all day on Sunday August 4th , and once the route is published, we encourage members to bear this in mind in case it
affects any plans they may have.
Carolyn Pennycook
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SHOULD WEYBRIDGE SOCIETY BECOME A CHARITY?
This question has been under consideration by the Committee for several years while the Charity Commission has been
preparing a new simpler format for new charities called “Charitable Incorporated Organisation” (CIO). This format is at last
now available so that the Society would be able to have limited liability without having to become a Company Limited by
Guarantee. Perhaps the most important advantage of becoming a charity would be to broaden the image among members by
being registered with the Charity Commission and obliged to confer ‘public benefits’. Though we think we do this already as a
civic or amenity society, there may be some members of the public who at present think the Society sounds like an exclusive
club, and consists of self-interested ‘monied’ people! In fact the small minimum annual sub of £5 and the free website mean
that we can give any resident easy access to help on matters of local concern (examples are planning and transport issues,
education and cultural events). The image of being a public charity rather than just an unincorporated association (as we are
at present) might also help to recruit younger helpers and volunteers onto committees. Other advantages of being a charity
are financial;- able to claim ‘gift aid’ from HMG on subscriptions, and to receive legacies (e.g. for major projects) which donors
would expect to be exempt from Inheritance Tax on their estate.
The ‘downside’ of being a charity is extra work to comply with reporting regulations and to claim gift-aid. These would be new
burdens on the already busy Secretary and Treasurer, who should be supported by help from someone who has charity
experience and is keen to help complete any spade-work at the outset. Once running, we think this would not be onerous.
The Charity Commission website (www.charity-commission.gov.uk ) shows the formal requirements, which sound heavier
than they would actually need to be in a local amenity society that acts within the scope of the old Civic Trust.
We would probably modify the present constitution to fit one of the model constitutions offered by the Charity Commission
(CC), in our case the ‘association model’ as suits a body with a voting membership. The CC website includes a raft of general
rules which apply to all charities. There is a choice of rules about rotation of trustees, for example. Some, but not all,
members of the Society’s Committee would need to become trustees, responsible for insuring that the charity’s objects are
adhered to in the public interest. We do not think this would need to tie our hands on matters such as local planning though
the public interest is sometimes not easily defined.
Members are invited to reflect on whether the Society should go this way, and if so how quickly. It would be good to hear
from members on two questions (1) should we aim to discuss this at the AGM on April 25 th with the intention of seeking
charity status and exploring minor adjustments to our constitution which could later be voted into being either at an EGM or
at next year’s AGM, and (2) are there any members who could help support the process? Answers please to me by email, see
Committee list on Page 8
Richard Marshall
REDHILL ROAD INCINERATOR - GOOD NEWS FOR NOW
The good news is that Surrey County Council overwhelmingly threw out the application to construct a waste wood burning
electricity generator on Green Belt land at Redhill Road. This road is postally in Cobham, but most of the downwind properties
from it are in Weybridge. The enormous efforts by the group calling themselves Surrey Environmental Guardians, together
with the contribution of numerous individuals in the Society and Weybridge generally can undoubtedly claim a lot of credit for
the result. On the day of the hearing (February 6) two coachloads of citizens set off from Silvermere Golf Club bearing protest
placards. Unfortunately the hearing room at County Hall was far too small and many had to cluster outside.
Five speakers were each allotted three minutes to put the case against the plan, which meant the applicants were given the
same total time. Surprise of the opposition was a speaker who had come from Norwich to give hard evidence about the failure
of a similar scheme in East Anglia and the pollution that resulted. Ben Ruddock, leader of SEG, spoke cogently and was
applauded. The applicants then put their case, including a number of statements that might have been open to challenge, but
only if one of the councillors, who spoke next, had done so. They were unable effectively to answer the point that they had
not considered several possible alternative sites more remote from a centre of population that were not merely known, but
actually on offer.
 The officer who had prepared the massive document recommending rejection then spoke hesitatingly about some of
the grounds for rejection that were included in the report and underlined the strength of the Green Belt argument.
 The first councillor to speak said he thought too many points were being made against the scheme; he felt a simple
rejection on the basis of incompatibility with the Green Belt was sufficient and stronger. Another brought up the new
point that Surrey Fire Brigade are concerned that in the not unlikely event of a fire, the nearest hydrant is 100 yards
away. A further councillor said that rather than the usual situation of a project looking for a site, this was a case of a
site looking for a project. Cllr. Ian Lake, as the local councillor, spoke vigorously about "the wrong project in the wrong
place" and was enthusiastically applauded. He mentioned an interesting tit bit that a man who had worked for Barnes
Wallis at the site during the war said that the concrete slabs under the surface are not the bases of units, but the roofs
of underground chambers.
 The chairman of the meeting then reopened the question of the grounds on which rejection should be based in light
of the applicants' stated intention to appeal. In the end councillors decided to focus solely on the Green Belt issue,
thus leaving out 'other harm' factors like pollution and traffic disruption. We must hope that as this matter plays out
further - if only at the glacial pace of the last four years - we do not come to regret this decision.
Trevor Tarring
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DICK LEWIS – A LIFE IN WEYBRIDGE
Born above the former W.L. Lewis family shop in Weybridge in 1925, and
christened at St James’ Church, Dick Lewis has lived all his life in the town
and is well-known here.
Dick walks past the premises in the Quadrant and looks up at the room
where he was born most days - “not many people can do that!” Schooled
at St James, then Woking Secondary, he used to get his hair cut in what is
now Sullivan’s, then a barbers. His father William had served in WW1: in
1943 Dick volunteered as a flight mechanic in the RAF, working on Lancaster
bombers. “We got to know the crews and it was hard when some didn’t
come back.” After the war he spent a year in Rabat, Morocco and whilst
away on UK leave the civilian airfield was taken over by the French so Dick
was then posted to Greece for a year. He was demobbed in 1948.
Dick’s mahogany-shelved study in Fortescue Road boasts countless books on aviation, cars, motorbikes, Brooklands – and old
Weybridge - he has Weybridge directories going back to 1924. A fine oil painting of a Lancaster bomber hangs proudly and, an
avid collector, there are albums of Weybridge postcards from 1880-2007, local and hobby magazines immaculately leather
bound (Dick became an accomplished bookbinder), newspaper cuttings, and – behind the door, a keyboard he plays
sometimes. The music was open at Fred Astaire’s “Let’s Call The Whole Thing Off”. “I’ve been a jazz follower for years and
during the war was a great fan of Glenn Miller’s. In the 1960’s I used to go and see Alex Welsh’s band in Hampton Court.”
Dick and his wife Doreen were married in 1957. Whilst staying with her sister in Hamm Court Doreen used to leave her bicycle
at Lewis’s when on a secretarial course at Vickers, which was how they met. They have lived in Fortescue Road since the house
was built, and their daughter Lynne lives in Walton. Doreen says Dick’s study is untidy but he doesn’t think so – he just wants a
bigger study.
The family firm W.L.Lewis and Sons was the Church Street agency for BSA, Triumph, and Norton, and it was run by Dick and his
late brother John after his father retired in 1954: for some years they also sold petrol from the two hand pumps – “which did
well when there were auto events on at Brooklands!” BSA (Birmingham Small Arms) had started out making rifles in 1861 but
when work dried up through lack of wars they started to produce bicycles in 1880 (“my Grandfather sold the first bicycle in
Weybridge in 1884 from Levermore’s, his store – it’s a Café Nero now!”) then motorbikes in 1910, as well as arms. In WW2 the
BSA M20 became the mainstay of the British Army. Racing bikes followed but they were outrun by competitors and by 1972/3
production had ceased. Dick has all the BSA catalogues since 1905 and these days he runs an information service for BSA
owners via the motorcycle press, supplying them with old photos and so on.
Brooklands has been a passion of Dick’s life. It had been the world’s first motor racing circuit, opened in 1907, and Dick first
went there in 1936. War broke out in 1939, the racing had ceased, and Vickers made Wellington bombers there. After the war
the circuit fell into disrepair and the Brooklands Society was formed by a group including Dick and he and a band of volunteers
set about clearing the track “every Sunday morning!” – at one point there had been talk of routing the M25 through
Brooklands but it was spared that indignity. “If it hadn’t have been for us the whole place would have disappeared.” Dick goes
regularly to Society meetings now and the Brooklands Museum flourishes on the site, much to his great pleasure.
Howard Nichols

THE PLANNING PANEL-JANUARY 2013
The following information is summarised from the Weybridge Society’s Planning Panel’s records; it is up to date at the time of
writing and we hope that it is a true representation of the panel’s opinion.

PLANNING APPLICATIONS IN WEYBRIDGE NORTH JANUARY 2013
LAND AT THE END OF DARNLEY PARK (2012/1079 & 3122) Two almost identical applications have
been made to build a single 2 storey house, with rooms in the roof, on the land of Nicholson
House, an office block which goes through from Darnley Park to Thames Street. Virtually all the
residents of Darnley Park have objected to both proposals on the grounds that such development
would not fit into the street scene. The first application was refused because it would not be an
“efficient use of land” as it would prevent an already approved development of Nicholson House,
to provide 3 terraced houses. In the second application the applicant asked the Council to
reconsider the matter of “efficient use of land”. The Council was persuaded, that as 20 small businesses were now operating
within Nicholson House, the original reason for refusal had been overcome. As in the first application the Planning Officer for
Elmbridge Council concluded that there was no problem with the design or position of the proposed house. This application
has now been permitted.
FINESHADE WEY ROAD (2012/3632) This application is to add large extensions to both sides of a house which backs on to the
River Wey and is in Flood Zone 3B. Weybridge Society Planning Panel supported the design and was pleased to see that this
fine old house, on a large plot of land, was to be retained, but had just one objection. Whereas new houses this close to the
river, are built on foundations with voids underneath to maintain the flood capacity, unfortunately the Environmental Agency
does not require this for extensions to existing properties.
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In the opinion of Weybridge Society such house extensions, without a void underneath, in an area which has a history of
flooding, erode the existing limited flood capacity, and is a matter of concern which has been under discussion with Elmbridge
Council for some time. This application has been permitted.
Raymond Spary, Joint Chair, Planning Panel

PLANNING APPLICATIONS IN OATLANDS PARK

JANUARY 2013

ST. MARY’S FLATS, VICTORIA WAY (2012/2679) This application was for a block of 5 two-bed flats after demolition of a total
of 14 existing garages. Only five new parking spaces were to be provided. The Weybridge Society objected to this proposal
because the net loss of 9 parking spaces coupled with the increase of 5 flats would exacerbate the serious pre-existing parking
congestion problems in the surrounding residential roads. The application was refused by the West Area Planning Committee
on November 5th.
DUNEEVAN, 72 – 76, OATLANDS DRIVE (2012/3215) This is an application from the Anchor Trust to replace its former
affordable/sheltered housing facility by an up-to-date “Extra Care” facility for older people. There would be 65 one- and twobed flats in the new building. There were 88 units in the former building.
Geoff Banks, Joint Chair, Planning Panel

PLANNING APPLICATIONS IN WEYBRIDGE SOUTH JANUARY 2013
BEECHFIELD, 22 HANGER HILL (2012/3322) Following previous objection to an overdevelopment of the site and submission of
revised plans, planning has been approved for a scheme with 4 houses to replace the existing building.
RED BAR, QUEENS ROAD (2012/3939) Red applied for extended opening hours. In support of neighbouring residents who
were concerned about adverse affects, the Society supported this with an objection. In January it was approved by the West
Area Committee.
WINDRUSH, ELGIN ROAD (2012/3839) The application applied for permission to replace a single storey bungalow with a low
pitched roof with four 2 and 3 storey townhouses. The proposal would affect the natural light levels of the neighbouring house
and garden due to its proximity, leading to the Society's objection. Overall this proposal would lead to a strong change of
character in this part of Elgin Road. The application has in the meantime been withdrawn by the applicant.
7A HIGH STREET, COVER FOR STORAGE AREA NEXT TO 'TREASURES'. (2012/4065)
The Society strongly opposed the retrospective application for a plastic corrugated roof on a wooden substructure next to the
shop as out of place and character in the High Street and possibly leaving other issues like public safety to be addressed. The
application was rejected as non compliant to many relevant legislations and guidelines.
Cay-Joachim Crasemann, Joint Chair, Planning Panel

THE COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE LEVY PROPOSAL DECEMBER 2012
On the 27th November representatives of our Planning Panel attended a meeting in the Elmbridge Council Offices where there
was an Examination of the Community Infrastructure Levy proposal prepared by the Council in accordance with government
legislation. The Examiner appointed, reviewed the document in consultation with the Planning Officers and the various groups
(including our society) who had submitted comment/ proposals for amendment to the document. Whilst the representatives
of the developers argued for lower charges in the difficult times now being experienced, our representatives argued that the
charges should be adequate to maintain the infrastructure at current levels.. The Examiner has now approved the document
prepared by the Council without amendment and it will now be implemented. This provides, inter alia, for a levy of £125 per
square metre on residential development and £50 per square metre on retail development. Whilst the rate in non-negotiable
there are certain categories of development which will not attract the levy, eg affordable housing.
P.J.Watson
News Letter Comments
Did anything catch your eye in this newsletter, or would you like to make a comment to the writer? Your feedback would be
appreciated. Please let us know through the contacts below.
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